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ABSTRACT
We have used an acoustic beam focused on a free
liquid surface t o eject discrete ink droplets o f
controlled diameter. Nozzles are not emplo ed. The
liquid surface, adjusted t o be a t the focal pane of a
suitable focusing element, is excited with a burst of
acoustic energy. Spherical PZT shells, acoustic
microscope lenses, spherical lenses etched in silicon,
and Fresnel acoustic lenses have been used successfully
t o eject droplets. Droplet diameter scales directly with
the focal spot size, and hence inversely w i t h the
acoustic frequency. Droplet f o r m a t i o n has been
experimentally demonstrated over the frequency
range of 5 to 300 MHz, with corresponding droplet
diameters from 300 t o 5 microns.
This droplet ejection process has been successfully
utilized for printin application by using ink as the
liquid medium. In %is report we describe Acoustic Ink
Printing with a single lens and with an array of lenses.
The size of the printed spot can be changed by
changing the droplet size or by placing multiple
droplets of ink on the same pixel. Our results show
that Acoustic Ink Printing i s a promising technology for
high resolution, high quality printing.
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INTRODUCTION
High resolution printing requires the ability t o mark
small spots on paper with high precision. Modern
printers have capabilities to print a t resolutions as high
as 600 spots per inch (SPI) which requires a spot size of
only 42.5 pm. Several print technologies are in use
toda for electronic publishing. Laser printers are
capagle of producing very high resolution and good
uality images. Color laser printing, however, is costly
ue t o color registration problems. Thermal transfer
printers produce high quality color prints but they are
expensive and slow. Bubble and piezo type ink jet
printers are good candidates for low cost printing but
they require droplet defining nozzles which are prone
t o clogging.
It has been shown that focused, high-intensity sound
beams can be used for ejecting droplets from free
liquid surfaces.1 This process is capable of producing
drops as small as a few microns without the need for
nozzles. The drops are stable in size and directionality.
Here we describe the use of this process f o r high
resolution printing applications. This new printing
concept appears t o be more favorable over other

printing technologies because of the capability of good
quality printing a t a relatively high speed. It also holds
promise for high reliability, long lifetime and high
degree of integration for low-cost manufacturing.
ULTRASONIC DROPLET EJECTION WITH FOCUSED
SOUND BEAMS
We have previously shown1 that a burst of acoustic
energy focused to a diffraction-limited spot a t a liquid
surface can result in droplet ejection from the surface.
The geometry of interest i s shown in Fig. 1. A
iezoelectric transducer is attached t o one end of a
uffer rod. On the other end of the rod, a spherical
cavity filled with a liquid is located and this cavity
serves as the lens element. When the transducer is
excited with a tone burst of RF energy, it generates
sound waves which propa ate i n the buffer rod
towards the lens. The lens ocuses the sound waves
towards the liquid surface which is adjusted t o be at
the focal plane of the converging beam. Impact of the
sound burst will cause a mound of liquid to rise from
the surface due t o the radiation pressure of the
acoustic waves. If the energy of the incident sound
beam is high enou h, Rayleigh-Taylor instability2 will
cause the top of t e mound t o neck down until a
droplet breaks free. The droplet IS expelled away from
the surface a t a velocit of several meters per second.
After ejection, the sur ace relaxes as capillary waves3
generated near the mound propagate radially
outwards. The ejected droplets have been found to be
very stable in size, velocity and directionality.
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Fig. 1. A single acoustic ejector
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It should be noted here that the geometry used for
drop ejection is very similar to that used in acoustic
microscopy,4 with the exception of the liquidisample
interface replaced by the liquid/air interface. In fact
most of the single ejector experiments in this study
were done using acoustic microscope lenses. Typically
these lenses are fabricated by grinding and polishing a
spherical cavity in the buffer rod. Isotropically etched
spherical lenses in silicon,5 spherical PZT shells and
Fresnel acoustic lenses6 have also been used f o r
focusing the sound waves. PZT shells are very efficient
for enerating sound waves but they are mostly limited
t o frequencies of 20 MHz and below due t o the
fabrication d i f f i c u l t i e s w i t h t h i n n e r devices.
Isotropically etched spherical lenses in silicon and
plasma etched Fresnel lenses can be fabricated using
batch processing. Therefore, they are suitable for
applications that require the fabrication of an array of
lenses a t low cost.
The time evolution of dro let formation is shown in
Fig.2 for an RF frequency or5 MHz. a pulse width of 20
s, and a pulse energy of 58 pJ. Water is used as the
iquid medium. Times quoted for the experimental
data are referenced t o the arrival of the midpoint of
the acoustic pulse a t the liquid surface. Observations
were made by stroboscopica I ly iII u mi nati ng the process
from behind and viewing through a microscope. Each
photograph represents a superposition of 30 successive
droplets, thus the image sharpness attests t o the
stability of drop formation process. For lenses with Fnumber of 1, the diameter of the droplet is found t o
scale inversely with the acoustic frequency, f. We find
the process is qualitatively similar over the entire
f r e q u e n c r a n g e f r o m 5 t o 300 M H z w i t h
correspon ing dropdiametersfrom 300 pm t o 5 pm.
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THE PHYSICS OF ULTRASONIC DROPLET EJECTION

The pressure field for the sound beam propagating in
the liquid can be written as

The first term in Eqn. 1 is the acoustic pressure and the
second is the DC radiation resistance given by
Q=-

21
C

where I is the intensity of the acoustic beam and c is
the velocity of sound. This radiation pressure imparts
t o the liquid in the focal region an initial momentum
Mjnjt=RT, where T is the pulse duration. It i s this
momentum which acts t o overcome the restraining
force of surface tension and expel the droplet. For the
5 MHz experiment described above, the threshold
energy E t h t o create a free droplet having zero velocity
is measured t o be 50 pJ, This implies that the intensity
of the acoustic beam is 3.5 kWicm2 assuming that the
acoustic p o w e r i s c o n c e n t r a t e d i n a n a r e a
approximately one wavelength in diameter (A = 300
pm). The radiation pressure a t this intensity level is
about 0.4 atm as compared to the acoustic pressure of
nearly 70 atm. The energy required t o break the
surface free is on the order of 0.5 where a is the surface
tension and 5 is the surface area of the drop.7 For
water, with surface tension 74x10-3 N/m, we find the
surface energy t o be 20 nJ. This result is consistent with
the fact that most of the acoustic energy is reflected
from the liquid surface.
The droplet ejection process was also analyzed using
numerical simulation.l.8 Fig. 3 shows the t i m e
evolution of droplet ejection at 5 MHz obtained from
simulations. The results of the computation compares
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Fig. 2. Photos of ejection a t 5 MHz
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Fig. 3. Simulation of ejection a t 5 MHz

favorably with the experimental observations in Fig. 2.
A more detailed account of the physics of droplet
ejection and modeling of this process can be found in
Ref. 1.
ACOUSTIC INK PRINTING
We have used the droplet ejection process described
above for printing applications. Ink was used as the
liquid medium and the recordin medium, typically
silica coated paper, is scanne a t a distance of
approximately 1 mm from the ink surface. Upon
impacting the paper, the ink droplets spread out t o
cover an area approximatel twice the cross sectional
area of the droplets. Thererore, changing the droplet
size w i l l change the spot size on paper and the
resolution of the printer. Table 1 shows the scaling of
the printer resolution in SPI as a function of the RF
frequency. It can be seen from Table 1 that Acoustic
Ink Printing is capable o f producing very high
resolution images.
Table 2 makes a comparison of energy required for
marking a 100 m diameter spot for various direct
marking technokgies. The low and high numbers in
Table 2 for Acoustic Ink Printing correspond t o
transducer to lens focal point efficiency of 10 and 20
des, respectively. It can be seen that Acoustic Ink
Printing compares favorably against other marking
techniques. It should also be noted that the energy
required for ejection1 in Acoustic Ink Printing varies as
f-2.3. Therefore, we can expect the energy requirement
t o be even lower a t higher frequencies for higher
resolution pri nt ing .
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Acoustic Ink Printing does not have a requirement to
boil the ink as needed in bubble j e t printing. Hence, a
wider range of admissible ink properties can be
expected for Acoustic Ink Printing. Furthermore, the
absence of drop defining nozzles suggests reliable
operation.

SINGLE EJECTOR ACOUSTIC INK PRINTING
Initial demonstrations of Acoustic Ink Printing were
accomplished using a single ejector. As shown in Fig.
4, the ejector consisted of a quartz buffer rod with a
spherical depression a t one end, and a laminated
For the
piezoelectric transducer a t the other.
operating frequencies of 50 and 150 MHz, the system
generated 30 pm and 10 prn droplets, respectively,
yielding printed resolutions of 420 and 1250 SPI.
The size and stability of the ejected droplets depend
critically upon the height of the liquid surface above
the acoustic lens. In this experiment, the lens was
immersed in an open pool of ink. I n order t o
compensate for evaporation, and for depletion of ink
by the printing process, the liquid was controlled
using the feedback mechanism shown in Fi
A
helium-neon laser beam was reflected off t e pool
of ink onto a split photodetector. The photodetector
output, suitably amplified, was fed back t o a
motorized syringe that controlled the liquid ink
volume. This degree of control was found t o be
adequate for printing applications u p t o 150 MHz,
where the usable depth of focus of the acoustic beam i s
lessthan 10 pm.
Droplets were ejected onto a rotating drum, as shown
in Fig. 4. The paper was stepped an appropriate
distance along the drum axis after each rotation. The
paper used in these experiments was a silica-coated ink
jet paper, while the ink was a water-based solution
having a viscosity of 2.6 centipoise. The drum was
positioned 1-2 mm above the ink surface. Droplets
were ejected with velocities of approximately 2 m/s.
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Fig. 4. Single-ejector Acoustic Ink Printer
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Fig. 5 shows printed t e x t generated using 10 micron
droplets placed on the paper a t a pitch of 1250 per
inch. Fig. 5(a) shows the original size of the image,
while 5(b) is a 15X enlargement. As can be seen in Fig.
5, droplet placement is very accurate.
Accurate droplet placement allows multiple droplets to
be fired a t the same location on the paper. This
permits modulation of the diameter of the printed
spot, hence, achieving more gray levels than binary
printing. Fig. 6 shows how the spot diameter varies as
the number of droplets fired on the spot i s changed
from 1 to 9. Achieving the capability of multiple gray
levels is very important for printing gray scale images.
Fig. 7 was produced in this manner. Up t o 16 droplets
were fired in succession a t pixels having a pitch of 420
per inch. A halftone cell was comprised of 2x2 pixels t o
give a total of 65 gray levels per halftone cell a t 210
halftone cells per inch. Shown in Fig. 7(a) is the printed
image a t the original size, while 7(b) shows a 2.6X
enlargement.
High quality color images have also been printed by
changing the ink between three consecutive passes of
the paper. The quality of these single-ejector print
samples highlights the stability and precision that can
be o b t a i n e d w i t h nozzleless acoustic i n k j e t
technology.

Fig 6. Spot diameter modulation as the number of
drops fired on a spot is varied from 1 (top) t o 9
(bottom)
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Fig. 7 (a). Halftone image with 2x2 pixel halftone cell
and 16 droplets (b). A 2.6X enlargement of the image
shown in Fig. 7 (a)

DESIGN OF AN EXPERIMENTAL PRINT HEAD WITH A
900-EJECTOR ARRAY
A prototype print head with a large number of ejectors
has been fabricated. The design parameters o f the
experimental print head are summarized in Table 3. It
should be noted that the ejector pitch i s 3 4 0 p m
whereas the spot size is 42.5 pm. Therefore, a linear
row of ejectors would not print a solid area; eight
staggered rows of ejectors are needed t o be able t o
print a continuous region w i t h o u t making multiple
passes.
A cross sectional view of an individual ejector is shown
in Fig. 8. The ejectors consist of t w o substrates. The
bottom substrate is a 1.25 mm-thick lass plate with
ZnO transducers and Fresnel lenses fa ricated on the
back and f r o n t surfaces, respectively. A second
substrate i s attached t o the glass plate t o supply ink
and maintain the ink height at the focal plane of the
acoustic lenses. The key components o f the array
printer are discussed below.
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Resolution

1

600 SPI

Pixel size

42.5 pm

Printer width
Number of ejectors

300 pm

I

I

Lens focal length

I

300pm

Table 3. Design parameters of array printer
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Fig. 8. Cross section of an ejector in the array print
head

ZnO piezoelectric transducers
The acoustic transducer is one of the key components
of Acoustic Ink Printing. Efficient generation of
ultrasonicsignals is important t o minimize the RF signal
required, thereby reducing the power input t o the
print head. Lower RF power requirement also reduces
t h e cost associated with h i g h p o w e r RF signal
generation. Thin film ZnO transducers have been
widely used for efficient sound wave generation at
frequencies of 100 MHz and above.13.14 ZnO offers a
relatively high electromechanical coupling between
electrical and acoustical fields and is reasonably
compatible w i t h i n t e g r a t e d c i r c u i t processing
techniques.
An operating frequency of 165 MHz requires a ZnO
film thickness of 17 pm t o achieve maximum transducer
efficiency. For vacuum deposited films w i t h such a
relatively large thickness, the stresses developed within
the film is typically large. This stress can cause the
substrate to bend significantly and, in the extreme
case, t o fracture. Therefore, the deposition process has
t o be controlled precisely t o achieve films with l o w
stress and with good crystallographic orientation for
high electromechanical coupling.
We have recently reported a process t o deposit lowstress ZnO films w i t h a high piezoelectric factor.15
These films are grown by reactive QC magnetron
sputtering from a zinc target. A 1500 A thick layer of
gold with a titanium adhesion layer are evaporated at
3OOOC onto the substrates prior t o ZnO deposition t o
serve as back electrodes. The ZnO films are grown at
3OOOC at a rate of approximately 2 pm/hour. The
transducer deposition i s completed by depositing a 1
p m layer of aluminum t o form the second electrode of
the transducer. The ZnO films t pically have low-stress
that results in relatively smal deformations o f the
substrates. The films also have electromechanical
coupling constants very close t o that of ideal, singlecrystal ZnO.
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Fresnel acoustic lens arrays
Figure 9 shows a photo of a binary acoustic Fresnel lens
array as used in the experimental print head. Fresnel
lenses offer the advantages of planar geometry and
relative ease of fabrication over other forms of lens
making techniques.6 The lens array is fabricated using
standard photolithographic techniques. The thickness
o f the lens elements, about 5 pm, i s chosen to
introduce a n phase shift between sound propagating
through the solid and liquid materials. The lenses
focal length is 300 pm.
Liquid level control plate
The acoustic waves used in the print head are sharply
focused. At the 165 MHz operation frequency and for
the lenses with an F-number of 1, the usable depth of
focus of the lenses is less than 10 pm. Hence, the ink
level has t o be kept to within +5 pm of the focal plane
o f each lens for uniform droplet ejection. To achieve
the location of the ink surface a t the focal plane of
each lens with such precision, a second substrate i s
attached t o the glass plate. This substrate is a silicon
wafer with narrow channels defined by anisotropic
chemical etching techniques.16 The etchant removes
silicon preferentially i n c p r t ain crystal log rap hic
orientations resulting in the trapezoidal cross section
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array

Fig. 10. Photograph of 900ejector print head

shown in Fig. 8. The bottom opening of each channel is
540 pm wide, larger than the size of the Fresnel
lenses. The width of the s l i t on the top side of the
silicon wafer is approximately 100 pm. When the
channels are filled with ink, the surface tension of the
ink across this narrow opening holds the liquid level
near the top surface of the silicon. The thickness of the
silicon wafer, therefore, is chosen t o match the focal
length of the acoustic lenses. The level of the liquid
can also be adjusted slightly with the application of an
external back pressure. It should also be noted that the
slit opening (100 pm) is much larger than the diameter
of the ejected drops (10 pm). Hence, these slits have no
significant impact on the size and. directionality of the
droplets.
Assem b I y
The glass/silicon assembl is mounted on a 12.5 cm
square printed circuit i o a r d (PCB) t o bring the
electrical signals into the print head. A photograph of
a finished print head assembly is shown in Fig. 10. The
ink is supplied t o the channels through holes a t both
ends of the PCB. The paper i s mounted on a flat
computer-controlled translation stage assembly and
scanned unidirectionally a t a distance of approximately
1 mm from the print head.
PRINTING WITH AN ARRAY OF EJECTORS
A typical print and a 2.5X enlargement are shown in
Fig. 11. The ink and paper are the same as those used
in the Xerox 4020 ink ‘et printer. Gray scale in the
ima e is achieved by defining halftone cells with 4
pixeys each, arranged as a 2x2 array, each of the 4 ixels
receiving up t o 8 droplets. Thus the number o gray
levels is 33, and the resolution is 300 halftone cells per
inch. Most of the defects in the print are due t o slight
non-uniformities in the array and particles on the lens
surfaces. The print clearly shows uniform droplet
ejection from over 90% of the ejectors in the array.
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CONCLUSION
We have described a novel printing technology called
Acoustic Ink Printing. Acoustic Ink Printing has many
advantages including: 1) the absence of a dropletdefining nozzle; 2) the absence of a requirement to
boil the ink t o achieve ejection (which implies a wider
latitude of admissible ink properties); 3) the precision
with which uniform small droplets o f ink can be
ejected; and 4) the potential for a high degree of
integration in the print head structure, including the
use of multiple colors in a single print head. Given
these advantages, Acoustic Ink Printing has a potential
for high quality, high resolution printing.
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Fig. 11. (a) Image printed with a 900 ejector array
Acoustic Ink Printer print head (b) A 2.5X enlargement
of the print shown in Fig. 1 1 (a)
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